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The traveling surface wave phenomenon, a significant echo mechanism for long, smooth bodies, manifests itself in the radar cross section (RCS) pattern of realistic targets for horizontal polarization and grazing angles of incidence. Existing radar cross section models do not take this scattering mechanism into account because none of the presently available theories and methods can treat traveling waves in routine fashion [see E.F. Knott, "A Progression of High-Frequency RCS Prediction Techniques," Proc., IEEE, Vol. 73, No. 2 pp. 252-264 (Feb. 1985)]. Analytical radar cross section models for realistic targets should include this type of scattering in their calculations. This report presents a theory and an efficient method for calculating traveling surface wave contributions on a thin rod and an ogive of arbitrary length. Rectangular flat plate radiation patterns are also briefly considered. The details and necessary expressions for predicting RCS of plates will be given in a future report, where the approach will be extended to a more complex target. The theoretical approach presented here is based on the existing concepts of antenna theory and geometrical theory of diffraction. Radar cross section patterns that include traveling wave contributions for a rectangular flat plate and a rod of equal length are calculated and compared with measurements. The theoretical results and measured data show very good agreement.
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FOREWORD

Because many contemporary requirements for radar cross section (RCS) computations are for large, complex targets, the most useful prediction methods lie in the high frequency band. However, a recent survey of high frequency RCS prediction techniques confirmed that none of these methods can adequately handle the surface traveling wave phenomenon, which is a significant echo mechanism for large realistic targets.

The importance of predicting the traveling surface wave phenomenon lies not only in the need to improve existing theory and methods and thereby extend current frontiers of this field, but also in potential valuable applications to realistic targets for the purpose of radar signature prediction, analysis and control. The echo area resulting from traveling waves excited on the surface of targets depends strongly on both the entire surface and the edges bounding the surface.

The great diversity of surface shapes and types of discontinuities, as well as the complexity of proper theoretical formulations for this problem, have made it necessary to approach the solution in a series of steps. Each of these steps is distinct, and each step will be defined and documented in a corresponding report.

This report is the first in the series. It covers that part of the problem which includes radar targets with dominant contributions from traveling surface waves. We consider here a long thin rod and an ogive. The radiation patterns of these targets exhibit strong dependence upon the traveling wave mechanism.

In other reports on this subject we will extend the approach to complex targets whose RCS patterns exhibit contributions from many scattering mechanisms. For these targets the traveling wave contributions are still significant but do not dominate the overall radar scattering. Accurate predictions of the target radar cross section are achieved by adding traveling wave contributions to major scattering mechanisms.
ABSTRACT

The traveling surface wave phenomenon, a significant echo mechanism for long, smooth bodies, manifests itself in the radar cross section (RCS) pattern of realistic targets for horizontal polarization and grazing angles of incidence. Existing radar cross section models do not take this scattering mechanism into account because none of the presently available theories and methods can treat traveling waves in routine fashion [see E.F. Knott, "A Progression of High-Frequency RCS Prediction Techniques," Proc., IEEE, Vol. 73, No. 2, pp. 252-264 (Feb. 1985)]. Analytical radar cross section models for realistic targets should include this type of scattering in their calculations. This report presents a theory and an efficient method for calculating traveling surface wave contributions on a thin rod and an ogive of arbitrary length. Rectangular flat plate radiation patterns are also briefly considered. The details and necessary expressions for predicting RCS of plates will be given in a future report, where the approach will be extended to a more complex target. The theoretical approach presented here is based on the existing concepts of antenna theory and geometrical theory of diffraction. Radar cross section patterns that include traveling wave contributions for a rectangular flat plate and a rod of equal length are calculated and compared with measurements. The theoretical results and measured data show very good agreement.
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INTRODUCTION

Many contemporary requirements for radar cross section (RCS) calculations are for large, complex targets and are in the high frequency band. Furthermore, radar scattering from any realistic target is a function of the body’s material properties as well as its geometry. Once the specular reflections have been eliminated by radar absorbing materials, only nonspecular or diffractive sources are left. Nonspecular scatterers are edges, creeping waves, and traveling waves. They often dominate backscattering patterns of realistic targets in the aspect ranges of most interest. To suppress these sources as well, an accurate and computationally efficient theoretical formulation must be found to predict them, and then the effect of the target’s material properties on such nonspecular sources must be examined. While our repertory of useful computation methods has been greatly expanded in the last 50 years, some scattering mechanisms, such as traveling surface wave phenomena, still cannot be treated in routine fashion (Knott). A growing effort directed at this type of scattering has been seen in the past few years. However, none of the presently available methods can adequately handle the traveling surface wave.

This report is the first of a series which will describe research to develop an accurate and computationally efficient theoretical formulation for predicting traveling surface
waves. The objective of this program was to study and analyze nonspecular scattering and to find the most effective methods in suppressing its contributions to the backscattering from various target shapes. For most targets of interest, nonspecular scattering due to traveling surface waves takes place at horizontal polarization, and the trailing edge of the target is the dominant source of scattering.

Three typical geometries were selected for study: a long thin rod, an ogive and a flat rectangular plate. The rod and the ogive are discussed in detail in this report; the rectangular flat plate will be dealt with in a future report.* Measured radar cross section patterns of such targets are available in the open literature. Although we have considered only three shapes, the results obtained are applicable to targets of different geometries as well.

The analogy was explored between a traveling wave antenna and the three geometries selected in order to derive equations for predicting radiation patterns. The end-fire antenna theory was applied here for the purpose of studying the traveling wave mechanism. The geometric similarity between the traveling wave antenna and the selected targets manifests itself also in the radiation patterns. The traveling wave antenna is simple for analysis because its characteristics are well controlled and its theory is well established.

First the Maxwell equations were applied in the theoretical treatment of a traveling wave antenna. Expressions were derived for calculating the antenna field radiation pattern. The analogy was then explored between the calculated antenna radiation patterns and the traveling wave echo returns in radar cross section patterns of realistic targets. The antenna equations obtained were used initially to derive expressions for predicting traveling wave contributions to RCS patterns of virtually one dimensional targets such as a long thin rod and an ogive. Finally, we have briefly discussed extension of this theory to a flat rectangular plate.

RADAR CROSS SECTION RESULTING FROM TRAVELING WAVES EXCITED ON THE SURFACE OF VIRTUALLY ONE-DIMENSIONAL LONG, THIN TARGETS

SURFACE TRAVELING WAVES ON RADAR TARGETS

The traveling wave is a high frequency phenomenon. Surface traveling waves are launched for horizontal polarization and grazing angles of incidence on targets with long smooth surfaces. There is little attenuation from the flat smooth surface, so the wave builds up as it travels along the target. Upon reaching a surface discontinuity, for example an edge, the traveling wave is scattered and part of it propagates back toward the radar. The sum of the traveling waves propagating from the far end of the target toward the near end is the dominant source to the target radar cross section. This can be clearly observed in the radiation pattern of a long thin rod. The radar return of the rod is small if the incident electric field is perpendicular to the axis, but the return is large if the electric field is in the plane containing the propagation vector and the rod axis. Moreover, as will be shown in the next section, the shape of the radiation pattern from a traveling wave

antenna is very similar to the part of the radar cross section pattern of the rod that is due to traveling wave contributions. The same physical mechanism is behind both cases.

The traveling wave echo area from the far end point of a rod and an ogive were treated by Peters in 1958. However, this treatment is approximate, and little progress has been made since this work was published. The treatment has not been extended to the routine calculation of surface traveling waves for more complex realistic targets. To derive expressions that can be used in routine calculations of RCS by computer models that include traveling surface wave contributions, we have developed methods that incorporate and extend information currently available on traveling surface waves. We have established stable relations between target dimensions and radar frequency. Our approach includes traveling wave antenna concepts and expressions used to predict traveling wave lobes.

TRAVELING WAVE ANTENNA CONCEPTS

The theory of traveling wave antennas is based upon Maxwell's equations. If damping due to radiation emission is neglected and the antenna is thin enough, the current along the antenna can be taken as sinusoidal in time and space with wave number 

\[ k = \frac{\omega}{c} \]

where \( \omega \) is the angular frequency and \( c \) is the speed of light. For currents \( I(z,t) \) varying in time we can make a Fourier analysis of the time dependence and handle each Fourier component separately:

\[ I(z,t) = I(z)e^{-i\omega t} \]

In the equations that follow the time dependence factor, \( e^{-i\omega t} \), is assumed and is omitted for brevity. For the traveling wave antenna the geometry of current flow is simple enough that the integral for the vector potential is found in closed form.

Consider a thin, linear antenna of length \( L \) (shown in Fig. 1). The antenna is assumed to be oriented along the \( z \)-axis. This antenna is fed at \( z = 0 \), and its far end \( (z = L) \) is grounded. For the antenna shown in Fig. 1 there is only a traveling wave in the + \( z \) direction caused by the alternating current.

\[ I(z) = I_0 \exp(-ikz). \]  

Such an antenna generates traveling wave radiation patterns. Maxwell equations are applied first to a short antenna whose length \( L \) is much less than the incident wave length \( (L < \lambda) \). The radiation expressions derived for a short antenna are then used to develop solutions for a long antenna with \( (L \gg \lambda) \). The electric field strength at point \( P(r \ll \lambda) \) is given by

\[ E = -\frac{i}{\omega \epsilon} \nabla \times H, \]

where \( E \) and \( H \) are electric and magnetic field strength vectors, respectively, and they are a function of space variables only.
Fig. 1. Traveling wave antenna of length $L$. The field to be determined is at an arbitrary point $P$.

\[
\nabla \times H = \frac{a_r}{r \sin \theta} \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} (H_\phi \sin \theta) - \frac{a_\theta}{r} \frac{\partial}{\partial r} (rH_\phi),
\]

\[
H = a_\phi \frac{I(z)}{4\pi} \left[ \frac{2\pi i}{r\lambda} + \frac{1}{r} \right] \sin \theta \Delta L e^{-i kr}.
\]

In these equations $E$ has components in both $r$ and $\theta$ directions, while $H$ is always in the $\phi$-direction.

Substituting Eq. 4 into Eq. 3 and then into Eq. 2, and noting that for large distances to the point $P(r \gg L)$ we can ignore terms containing the negative second and third power of $r$, we obtain:

\[
dE = a_\theta \frac{i w \mu l(z)}{4\pi r'} \sin \theta \exp \left( -\frac{i2\pi r'}{\lambda} \right) dz,
\]

where $r' = r - z \cos \theta$ and $dz$ is an infinitesimal element of the antenna length.

Substituting Eq. 1 into the above Eq. 5, we obtain

\[
dE = a_\theta \frac{i w \mu l_0}{4\pi r} \sin \theta \exp \left[ -ik[ r + z(1 - \cos \theta) ] \right] dz.
\]
The electric field at \( P \) from the whole antenna of length \( L \) is obtained by integrating from \( z = 0 \) to \( z = L \):

\[
E = a_0 \frac{i \omega \mu I_0}{4\pi r} \sin \theta \exp(-ikr) \int_0^L \exp\left(-ikz(1 - \cos \theta)\right) dz .
\]  

(7)

Evaluating the integral in this equation we obtain

\[
\int_0^L \exp\left(-ikz(1 - \cos \theta)\right) dz = \frac{-1}{\beta} \int_0^L \exp(-\beta z)d(-\beta z) = (1 - e^{-\beta L}) \frac{1}{\beta} ,
\]

(8)

where \( \beta = ik(1 - \cos \theta) \) and \( k = 2\pi/\lambda \).

Substituting Eq. 8 into Eq. 7, we obtain

\[
E = a_0 \frac{i \omega \mu}{4\pi r} I_0 e^{-ikr} \sin \theta \left[1 - e^{-i\lambda(1 - \cos \theta)L}\right]
\]

or

\[
E = a_0 \frac{\omega \mu \lambda}{2\pi} \frac{I_0 e^{-ikr}}{4\pi r} \sin \theta \frac{[1 - e^{-i\lambda(1 - \cos \theta)L}]}{1 - e^{-i\lambda(1 - \cos \theta)L}}.
\]

Since \( k = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} = \omega \sqrt{\mu\epsilon} \) and \( \eta = \sqrt{\frac{\mu}{\epsilon}} = \frac{\omega \mu \lambda}{2\pi} \), we can rewrite the above equation in a compact form:

\[
E = a_0 \frac{\eta I_0 e^{-ikr}}{4\pi r} \frac{\sin \theta}{(1 - \cos \theta)} \left[1 - e^{-i2F}\right]
\]

(9)

where \( F = kL(1 - \cos \theta)/2 \).

To calculate the radiation pattern at point \( P \) for the traveling wave antenna under discussion, we can use the rms magnitude of the electric field strength given by Eq. 9

\[
|E| = \frac{\eta I_0}{2\pi} \left|\frac{\sin F \sin \theta}{1 - \cos \theta}\right|
\]

(10)

The derivation of Eq. 10 is given in the Appendix.

Equation 10 shows that the rms amplitude of the \( E \)-field is a function of aspect angle \( \theta \), antenna length \( L \), and incident wave length \( \lambda \), for a given values of \( r \), \( \eta \), and \( I_0 \).

**NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR A TRAVELING WAVE ANTENNA**

Figure 1 provides the geometry of the problem. The electromagnetic field at an arbitrary point \( P \) is produced by the alternating current which gives rise to the surface wave traveling along the antenna length. The radiation field patterns at point \( P \) are calculated by using Eq. 10. However, since we are primarily interested in the dependence of
radiation pattern on antenna length (expressed in terms of wavelength), Eq. 10 is modified to become

\[ |E| = \text{const} \frac{\sin \theta \sin \left[ \frac{\pi(1 - \cos \theta)}{L} \right]}{1 - \cos \theta} \]

For a given antenna of length \( L \) the constant can be set equal to unity. Figure 2 shows the calculated radiation pattern (i.e. \( |E| \)-field versus aspect) for the antenna of length \( L = 5\lambda \). The lobe structure consists of five peaks. The maximum radiation occurs at the principal lobe, which for the antenna of given length \( (L = 5\lambda) \) occurs at \( \theta = 22.1^\circ \) (i.e. \( \psi = 90^\circ - \theta = 67.9^\circ \) (Fig. 3). This pattern is the same radiation pattern as that in Fig. 2, but it is for angle \( \psi \), which is used later in the text for easy comparison with rod and flat plate RCS patterns.

Fig. 2. \( E \)-field radiation pattern for the antenna of Fig. 1. The \( E \)-field is versus aspect angle \( \theta \) for an antenna of length \( L = 5\lambda \).
Fig. 3. The field radiation pattern for an antenna of length $L = 5\lambda$. The $E$-field is versus $\psi$ angle.

For a longer antenna, such as $L = 9\lambda$, the radiation field pattern is shown in Fig. 4. The lobe structure due to the traveling wave consists of nine peaks for this antenna. Again the maximum radiation occurs at the principal lobe, which for the antenna of $L = 9\lambda$ occurs at $\psi = 73.5^\circ$ (i.e. at $\theta = 16.5^\circ$).

Figure 5 shows the calculated field pattern for an antenna of length $L = 15\lambda$. This radiation pattern has 15 lobes. The maximum radiation comes from the principal lobe, which occurs at $\theta = 12.7^\circ$ ($\psi = 77.3^\circ$). Figures 6 and 7 show calculated field radiation patterns for antennas of 20 and 39 wavelengths, respectively. These figures show that the number of lobes exactly corresponds to the antenna length in terms of wavelength. The principal lobes for antennas having a length of 20 and 39 wavelengths occur at $\theta = 11.0^\circ$ ($\psi = 79.0^\circ$) and $\theta = 7.9^\circ$ ($\psi = 82.1^\circ$), respectively.

These examples indicate that as an antenna increases in length for a fixed $\lambda$, the number of lobes in the field radiation pattern increases and the principal lobe shifts to a
region of a very low $\theta$ angles of incidence ($\theta = 90^\circ - \psi$). The arguments just presented are next used to predict lobe locations and to derive and verify analytical formulas. As was mentioned earlier, the ability to calculate the location of the principal lobe in the radiation pattern represents a significant link between antenna theory and a realistic target echo area, and this link is important in predicting traveling wave contributions to the radar cross section of the target.

**LINK BETWEEN THE TRAVELING WAVE ANTENNA AND A LONG THIN ROD**

Next the traveling wave antenna radiation pattern shown in Fig. 7 is compared with the measured RCS plot of Fig. 8 for a long thin rod of equal length ($L = 39\lambda$). The RCS patterns and equations of realistic targets usually differ from the antenna $E$-field radiation pattern and corresponding antenna equation in many ways, but they do have one common feature: the traveling surface wave. Indeed, the traveling wave antenna is the only target whose radiation pattern results from the traveling wave mechanism. The radiation pattern of a long thin rod results from two dominant scattering mechanisms, specular reflection

![Fig. 4. The field radiation pattern for traveling wave antenna of length $L = 9\lambda$. The $E$-field is versus $\psi$ angle.](image)
and the traveling surface wave. Targets of more complex shape exhibit more scattering mechanisms. Therefore, to study the traveling wave phenomenon we first considered radar targets having the minimum number of scattering mechanisms besides the traveling wave.

The plot for the rod RCS has two peaks at or near $\theta = 0^\circ$ and $\theta = 90^\circ$. At a grazing angle of incidence the traveling wave contributions for the rod represent a lobe structure whose shape agrees well with the traveling wave antenna radiation pattern of Fig. 7. To develop a traveling wave theory that can be used to predict rod RCS patterns we explored the possibility of using Eq. 10 of the traveling wave antenna and the remarkable similarity in radiation patterns observed in the previous section. Since Eq. 10 is not directly applicable in calculations of the rod RCS, we have derived equations that are in agreement with the antenna lobes, and hence preserve the lobe structure. These equations can be used to predict the traveling wave lobe positions.
Fig. 6. The field radiation pattern for the traveling wave antenna of Fig. 1. The E-field is versus \( \psi \) angle and antenna length \( L = 20\lambda \).

DERIVATION OF EXPRESSIONS GOVERNING THE LOCATION OF TRAVELING WAVE LOBES

Having identified the traveling wave mechanism as the link between the traveling wave antenna radiation pattern Eq. 10 and the rod RCS pattern, we next derived the expressions that govern the location of traveling wave lobes for realistic targets such as a thin rod and an antenna. We have re-examined Eq. 10 in this section to derive the equation that can be used to predict lobe positions directly, without calculating radiation patterns and then reading out the lobe positions. This is accomplished by differentiating Eq. 10 with respect to \( \theta \) and then setting the result to be equal zero. Thus,

\[
\frac{d|E|}{d\theta} = \frac{\eta l}{2\pi r} \left| \frac{\sin F \sin \theta}{1 - \cos \theta} \right| = 0.
\]
\[
\sin F \left[ \frac{\cos \theta}{1 - \cos \theta} - \frac{\sin^2 \theta}{(1 - \cos \theta)^2} \right] + \frac{\sin^2 \theta}{1 - \cos \theta} \cos F \frac{dF}{d\theta} = 0 ,
\]

where \( F = kL(1 - \cos \theta)/2 \), and
\[
\frac{dF}{d\theta} = \frac{d}{d\theta} \left[ kL(1 - \cos \theta)/2 \right] = \frac{kL}{2} \sin \theta .
\]

Fig. 7. The field radiation pattern for the traveling wave antenna of Fig.1. The \( E \)-field is versus \( \psi \) angle and antenna length \( L = 39\lambda \).
Hence,

$$\tan F = \left[ - \frac{kL \sin^2 \theta}{2} \right] / \left[ \left( 1 - \cos \theta \right) / \left( \frac{\cos \theta}{2} - \frac{\sin^2 \theta}{1 - \cos \theta} \right) \right]$$

$$= \frac{kL}{2} \sin^2 \theta .$$

(12)

Thus, Eq. 12 can be used to predict the exact position of the lobes in the RCS plot of the rod and the antenna. This equation contains two variables: $\theta$ and $L$ (expressed in wavelengths). The solution of such a transcendental equation can be found numerically by substituting various values of $\theta$, or by using available computer algorithms based on the method of successive approximation. By using Eq. 12, we can predict the main radiation peak to be at $\theta = 34.9^\circ$ for an antenna of length $L = 2\lambda$, and at $\theta = 22.1^\circ$ for the antenna of length $L = 5\lambda$.

Fig. 8. Radar cross section of a rod of length $L = 39\lambda$ and diameter $0.25\lambda$. Frequency = 23.85 GHz. Horizontal polarization. Traveling wave relative phase velocity $= 1.0$ and reflection coefficient $= 0.32$. Calculated traveling wave RCS contributions are shown by dotted line; measured (solid) curve is taken from Peters.3
These and other solutions of Eq. 12 can be verified by comparing them with the plots calculated in the previous section from Eq. 10. Figures 2 to 5 show field radiation patterns for antennas of length $L = 2\lambda$, $9\lambda$, $15\lambda$, and $20\lambda$, respectively. These plots show that the maximum radiation peak is the first or principal lobe at $\theta = 22.1^\circ$, $\theta = 16.5^\circ$, $\theta = 12.7^\circ$, and $\theta = 11.0^\circ$. For the antenna of length $L = 5\lambda$ the agreement is excellent. The second, third and other lobes can be found from these plots or from the following relation:

$$\theta_n = \frac{360^\circ}{\pi} \sqrt{\frac{b_n}{2\pi \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{L}}}},$$

where $\theta_n$ is the azimuth position of the $n$th lobe and $b_n$ is the characteristic value for the given lobe. The numerical value of $b_n$ can be found from plots of Eq. 10 calculated for the antenna of given length or by numerical means (Knott et al.). For each lobe the $b_n$ values can also be found by using Eq. 14:

$$b_n = \frac{2L}{\lambda} \pi^3 \left( \frac{\theta_n}{360^\circ} \right)^2.$$

For the first three large lobes the angles $\theta_1$, $\theta_2$, and $\theta_3$ can be accurately determined from the antenna radiation plots. Thus, $b_1 = 1.1655$, $b_2 = 4.604$, and $b_3 = 7.7898$. For example, reading the $\theta_n$ values from Fig. 7 ($L = 39\lambda$) and then substituting them in Eq. 14 gives the $b_n$ values. Substituting $b_n$ values into Eq. 13 we obtain, in turn,

$$\theta_1 = 49.35 \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{L}},$$

$$\theta_2 = 98.09 \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{L}},$$

$$\theta_3 = 127.59 \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{L}}.$$

As will be shown in the next section, the lobe positions predicted using Eqs. 15 to 17 agree well with those in the radiation antenna plots (calculated by using Eq. 10) and with the measurements. This method avoids lengthy numerical calculations in predicting traveling wave lobes. The next sections present numerical results for predicting positions of traveling wave lobes and their magnitudes, and thus derive equations which include the above results and govern the RCS contributions of traveling surface waves for a long thin rod.
NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR TRAVELING WAVE LOBES

Equations 14 to 17 can be used to calculate lobe positions and compare them with those in the antenna radiation plots (shown, for example, in Fig. 6). For an antenna having a length of $20\lambda$, the principal lobe occurs at $\theta_1 = 11.0^\circ$, the second lobe is at $\theta_2 = 22^\circ$, and the third is at $\theta_3 = 28.5^\circ$. Substituting the value of $\theta_n$ into Eq. 14 gives $b_1 = 1.1685$. Substituting $b_1$ into Eq. 13 then gives $\theta_1 = 49.4 \sqrt{\lambda/L}$ or, for the antenna of length $L = 20\lambda$, $\theta_1 = 11.05^\circ$ ($\psi = 78.95^\circ$).

This result is in very good agreement with the plot of Fig. 6. For a long antenna, such as $L = 39\lambda$, the field radiation plot is given in Fig. 7, where the principal traveling wave lobe is located at $\theta = 7.9^\circ$. Substituting this value of $\theta$ into Eq. 14 gives $b_1 = 1.1634$. This value of $b_1$ differs slightly from the previously calculated value. However, the value of $\theta_1$ predicted differs using $b_1 = 1.1634$ in Eq. 14 for the shorter antenna ($L = 20\lambda$) agrees even better with the plot than that calculated using $b_1 = 1.1685$, found for the short antenna.

For the antenna of length $L = 5\lambda$, the first (principal) traveling wave lobe can also be accurately predicted by using Eq. 15. The location of the second or third dominant lobe can also be predicted in a similar manner. Thus from the plot of Fig. 6 (for an antenna of $L = 20\lambda$ where $\theta_1 = 21.9^\circ$) and Eqs. 14 and 16 we obtain $b_1 = 4.5898$ and $\theta_2 = 21.9^\circ$.

Again comparing the predicted value $\theta_2$ with the value from Fig. 6 reveals very good agreement. The approach developed can also be applied to derive equations and to predict the location of any traveling wave lobe. The accuracy of the predicted values of $\theta_n$ for $n > 1$ does not depend significantly on the antenna length. However, for the longer antennas the predicted values of $b_n$ and $\theta_n$ are more accurate.

The derived expressions for calculating traveling wave lobe positions in the antenna radiation pattern are used next in predicting traveling wave contributions to the RCS of a long thin rod. Comparing the radiation pattern of an antenna of length $L = 39\lambda$ (shown in Fig. 7) with the experimentally measured lobe structure in the rod RCS pattern (shown in Fig. 8) reveals remarkable similarity in the lobe structure shape, but a difference in the magnitude. The next step is to derive rod RCS equations governing the magnitude of the traveling wave lobes.

RCS EQUATIONS GOVERNING TRAVELING WAVE CONTRIBUTIONS ON A THIN ROD OF ARBITRARY LENGTH

The problem of calculating the radar cross section of a thin rod ($a \ll \lambda, L \gg \lambda$) is complicated by the presence of traveling wave returns in addition to the specular reflection. However, unlike the RCS pattern for a flat rectangular plate, on a thin rod the contributions of the two scattering mechanisms are distinct and well confined to different aspects. Specular returns manifest themselves at broadside aspects (around $\theta = 90^\circ$), while traveling waves contribute at low angles of incidence (i.e. around $\theta = 0^\circ$).

Therefore, to accurately predict the total RCS of a thin rod, the specular and traveling wave contributions must be calculated. Most earlier efforts were directed at deriving
equations governing specular reflections, and little work has been done to predict the traveling wave contributions. Since the traveling wave contributes significantly to total target RCS, an accurate and efficient method of predicting this type of scattering mechanism has been developed in this investigation. Thus in the present report we have considered only the development of equations governing the traveling wave contributions.

Peters first identified this problem, and he made use of antenna theory and derived RCS equations for a rod and an ogive in the region of longitudinal incidence. In the present investigation we have extended this approach to targets of an arbitrary length. Since Peters' equations include empirical value (such as current reflection coefficient $\gamma$) we developed a theoretical approach to avoid this limitation. More specifically, we consider scattering by a thin, perfectly conducting rod of arbitrary length $L$.

The echo area resulting from traveling waves excited on the surface of the rod is obtained by using antenna theory:

$$\sigma = \gamma^2 A_r(\theta, \phi)$$

(18)

where $\gamma$ is the current reflection coefficient, which depends on the antenna terminals and is found empirically. $A_r(\theta, \phi)$ is the cross section presented by the antenna to a plane wave incident from the direction $\theta, \phi$ and is given by Eq. 19 (Silver):  

$$A_r(\theta, \phi) = G(\theta, \phi) \frac{\lambda^2}{4\pi}. \quad (19)$$

The value $G(\theta, \phi)$ is the gain function defined as the ratio of the power radiated in a given direction per unit solid angle to the average power radiated per unit solid angle. It is independent of the actual power level and expresses the increase in power radiated by the antenna in a given direction over that from an isotropic body emitting the same total power. Here $\theta, \phi$ are the spherical polar coordinates and $\lambda$ is the wavelength. The remaining term, $\lambda^2/4\pi$, is a universal constant that represents the average absorption cross section when the antenna load is matched to its impedance (Silver).

The gain function $G$ differs for targets of different shapes. For a thin rod this function can be identified with directivity $D$. The directivity $D$ is equal to the gain $G$ for a lossless antenna and is given by Peters:

$$D = 2B^2 \frac{\pi}{1 - p \cos \theta} \left[ \sin \frac{kL}{2p} (1 - p \cos \theta) \right]^2 d\theta, \quad (20)$$

where $B$ is the maximum value of the pattern factor

$$B = \frac{\sin \theta}{1 - p \cos \theta} \sin \frac{kL}{2} (1 - p \cos \theta), \quad (21)$$

and $p$ is the relative phase velocity of the surface current $p = v/c$; $c = 2.997 \times 10^8 \text{m/s}$, the speed of the wave in free space; $\kappa = 2\pi/\lambda$ is the wave propagation number; $\lambda$ is the
wavelength; \( L \) is the length of the target; and \( \theta \) is aspect angle. (At \( \theta = 90^\circ \) the incident wave is perpendicular to the target axis, and at \( \theta = 0^\circ \) it is parallel to the axis).

Substituting Eq. 19 into Eq. 18 we obtain

\[
\frac{\sigma}{\lambda^2} = \gamma^2 \frac{G(\theta)}{4\pi}.
\]  

(22)

Approximating \( G(\theta) \) to the maximum value of \( D \) given by Eq. 20 we derive the echo area resulting from traveling waves excited on the surface of a long thin target:

\[
\frac{\sigma}{\lambda^2} = \gamma^2 \frac{D^2}{4\pi},
\]  

(23)

where \( \gamma \) is the current reflection coefficient.

The RCS equation 23 contains \( \theta \) dependence which is described explicitly by Eqs. 20 and 21. It must be emphasized that to use this equation, the traveling wave lobe aspect \( \theta_n \), located at a grazing angle of incidence, must also be calculated. The location of the traveling wave lobe, i.e. the value \( \theta_n \), (for which directivity \( D \) is maximum), depends on target length and the incident wave length. Equation 15 provides the required value of \( \theta_n \).

Thus, to calculate the traveling surface wave contributions to the RCS on a thin rod of arbitrary length we use first Eq. 15 to compute the dominant lobe location \( \theta_n \) for a given rod and then substitute this value into Eq. 22. A computer algorithm which includes these expressions was developed and used in our calculations to predict the traveling surface wave contributions for thin rods of various lengths. The numerical results are presented in the next section, where the computer code was used initially to calculate RCS plots for a rod for which experimentally measured data is available.

THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RCS RESULTS FOR A LONG THIN ROD

A computer program based on the expressions presented in the previous sections was used first in the RCS calculation of the traveling surface wave on a thin rod of length \( L = 39\lambda \). The measured RCS plot for a thin rod of thickness \( a = 0.25\lambda \) and length \( L = 39\lambda \) is available\(^3\) and was used to validate the computer code. The RCS contributions of traveling waves on the rod were calculated (Fig. 9) and compared with measurements (Fig. 8).*

Figure 8 shows the calculated and measured RCS contributions of traveling surface waves from \(-7.5\) to \(+20\) dB. The traveling surface wave lobe magnitudes decrease rapidly for aspects away from grazing angles of incidence. Traveling wave RCS contributions are dominant for aspect angles \( 0^\circ < \theta < 30^\circ \), while the specular reflections dominate rod radar return for aspects at and near normal incidence.

* The plot of measured data in Fig. 8 differs from the plot presented by Peters (Ref. 3, Fig. 6), who used an uneven RCS incremental step size on the \( y \)-axis. Uneven steps are cumbersome for RCS analysis and were removed to avoid confusion.
The calculated traveling wave lobe structure and RCS values agree well with measured data. In Fig. 8 these data are marked by dotted and solid lines, respectively. For the rod we also compared our calculated data with that obtained by using approximated approaches of Peters and Woolcock. The three calculated traveling RCS curves are shown in Fig. 9. The traveling wave lobe structures calculated by these methods agree well with each other. However, our calculated traveling wave RCS peak values (shown in Fig. 9 by a solid line) are slightly higher than that of Peters and over 2 dB higher than that obtained from Woolcock equations. Since our values agree well with measurements (shown in Fig. 8) we conclude that the approach developed in the present investigation is more accurate than that of Peters and Woolcock. The latter approach can also be used for rod of arbitrary length but agrees well with measurements and our predictions for a short rod. For a rod of length $5\lambda$, the calculated traveling wave RCS values are shown in the plot of Fig. 10. Figure 10 was compared next with the traveling wave antenna radiation pattern which is shown in Fig. 7 and was also calculated for the rod of length $L = 39\lambda$.

The lobe structure and the location of individual lobes for these targets are in very good agreement. The computer code was used to predict RCS patterns for rods of various

---

**Fig. 9.** Calculated traveling wave RCS contributions for a rod of length $L = 39\lambda$. Solid line was calculated using our approach, dashed line was calculated from Peters Eq. 7, and dotted line was obtained using Woolcock's approximated equation.
Fig. 10. Calculated traveling wave RCS contributions for a rod of length \( L = 5\lambda \). Solid line was obtained by using Woolcock's approximated equation\(^9\), dotted line was calculated using our approach.

Figures 11, 12 and 13 show traveling wave contributions for a thin rod of length \( L = 15\lambda \), \( 9\lambda \), and \( 5\lambda \) respectively. Comparing these plots with the corresponding field pattern of Figs. 5, 4 and 3 note that the traveling wave lobe structure for the antenna agrees well with that of a rod of equal length. Thus the calculated antenna results have served well to verify the accuracy of the RCS computer code for a rod of arbitrary length.

For validation we also used the measured RCS plot for a rod shorter than that of Peters.\(^3\) Figure 14 shows calculated and measured plots for a rod of length \( L = 26\lambda \). The predicted magnitude and position of the traveling wave principal lobe and the lobe structure agree well with the measurements. (The discrepancy is less than 1 dB and may come from the system used for reproduction of the measured data of Woolcock.\(^9\))

After validating the computer algorithm, we used it in RCS calculations of the traveling surface wave and in theory development. In the forthcoming sections we predict traveling wave contributions on a rod whose length is equal to the length of a flat rectan-
Fig. 11. Calculated traveling wave RCS contributions for a rod of length $L = 15\lambda$.  

For the flat plate the measured RCS data for horizontal polarization exhibit prominent traveling wave contributions, we compare it with the rod RCS plot containing the traveling wave lobe structure and RCS contributions predicted by our algorithm. We used the specific dimensions of the flat plate and the particular radar frequency that were similar to the corresponding data of Ross, who presented experimental RCS measurements. To demonstrate that the approach developed is not limited to a flat surface, we first extend it to a curved surface.

The theory of traveling surface waves can be applied to targets with a smooth curved surface. The RCS equations governing contributions of the traveling wave on an ogive is discussed next. We also compare predicted and the measured RCS plots for an ogive. After validating the computer code for calculating the RCS contributions of the traveling wave for a thick ogive, we extended our investigation to a flat plate.
The theory of traveling surface waves was applied to the calculation of the RCS pattern of an ogive having arbitrary length. The ogive is a three-dimensional body defined as the minor arc of a circle of radius \( R \) rotated about its chord. The geometry of an ogive is shown in Fig. 15. Note that its geometry, though different from a rod, has many common features. Both targets have long smooth surfaces terminated by a sharp discontinuity. Hence traveling surface waves may arise during radar scattering and contribute to the target RCS signature. When the \( E \)-field component of an incident radar wave is tangential to the surface of a target and is in the plane of incidence, the surface wave is launched. It builds up as it propagates, and upon reaching the edge is reflected back. If there is no sharp discontinuity (which may be the case for some ogives) the surface wave propagates into the shadow region and emerge as a creeping wave.
Fig. 13. Calculated traveling wave RCS contributions for a rod of length $L = 5\lambda$.

The RCS radiation pattern for this target results from specular reflection and from traveling and creeping surface waves. In contrast to end-fire antennas or thin rods which are straight, the ogive is a curved body. For such a target the axial velocity of the surface wave is somewhat slower than its velocity over the surface because of the greater distance traveled. Peters\textsuperscript{3} considered the ogive as a traveling wave antenna whose surface wave velocity is an average. The average value is assigned to the surface wave on the basis of the additional distance traveled. For an ogive the selective phase velocity of the surface current, $p = 0.99$, agrees closely with measurements.\textsuperscript{3}

For an ogive of arbitrary length we first derived an expression governing the lobe structure and the amplitude of the reflected surface wave and then used that expression to calculate the traveling wave contributions to the target RCS. To derive the field patterns we adopted Peters' approach and treated an ogive as a thin linear traveling wave antenna. Then Eq. 23, which was derived for a thin rod in the previous section, is also applicable to the ogive. However, the equation for the rod (Eqs. 15 to 17) which we used to calculate
the position of the principal lobes, had to be modified to account for the difference in the distance traveled by the wave on the curved surface of the ogive. For an ogive these equations become

\[
\theta_1 = 49.35 \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{L_{\text{eff}}}}, \\
\theta_2 = 98.09 \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{L_{\text{eff}}}}, \\
\theta_3 = 127.59 \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{L_{\text{eff}}}}
\]

where the effective length, \(L_{\text{eff}}\), is the actual path length traveled by the surface wave on the ogive before it is scattered by the target's far end.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR AN OGIVE

With the ogive treated as a radar target, we are primarily interested in verifying its lobe position equations and the lobe structure in the RCS plot due to the traveling surface wave mechanism. To calculate the lobe position for the ogive shown in Fig. 15 we used Eq. 24, which accurately predicts the position of the principal lobe, the lobe structure and, together with Eq. 23, the RCS amplitude. The RCS lobe magnitude depends strongly on the current reflection coefficient \( \gamma \). In our calculations for the ogive we used \( \gamma = 0.7 \), 0.5 and 0.32. The first value, \( \gamma = 0.7 \) which was obtained empirically by Peters\(^3\) does not provide good RCS data. Because in Eq. 23 \( \gamma^2 \) is directly proportional to the RCS of an ogive, a smaller or larger value of \( \gamma \) directly leads to a decreased or increased RCS magnitude. We also used the second and third value of \( \gamma \) (0.5 and 0.32) to calculate the ogive RCS data and to compare it with the measurements.

The computer algorithm developed for calculating traveling surface waves on an ogive with a half-angle \( \alpha = 15^\circ \) was validated with the available measured data (Peters\(^3\)). Figure 16 contains measured and calculated plots for the metallic ogive of length \( L = 39\lambda \), radius \( R = 77\lambda \), ogive half-angle \( \alpha = 15^\circ \) and frequency \( f = 23.85 \) GHz. In these calculations we used relative phase velocity \( p = 0.99 \) and the current reflection coefficient \( \gamma = 0.35 \). Note that Peters' published measured data for such ogive\(^3\) did not agree well with his predictions that are based on \( \gamma = 0.7 \). Thus, Peters' predicted plot of

![Fig. 15. Geometry of the ogive.](image-url)
Fig. 16. Radar cross section of an ogive of length $L = 39\lambda$, (effective length $39.948\lambda$ for traveling wave), radius $R = 77\lambda$, angle $\alpha = 15^\circ$, frequency $f = 23.85$ GHz. Traveling wave phase velocity $= 0.99$, reflection coefficient $= 0.35$, horizontal polarization. Calculated traveling wave RCS contributions are show by dotted line; measured (solid) curve was taken from Knott.\(^6\)

RCS/$\lambda^2$ vs. $\theta$ shows over 3 dB difference from the measured values of the traveling wave dominant lobe. The $\gamma$-axis of the ogive RCS radiation pattern of his Fig. 8 (Peters\(^3\)), which represents values of RCS/$\lambda^2$, was marked with nonuniform step size. This is confusing, and Knott\(^6\) reproduced Peters' Fig. 8 using the modified version of the plot. However, nothing was mentioned about the source of error in Peters’ plot. Therefore, to validate our RCS computer program for the ogive we compared our predictions first with Eqs. 8 and 14 of Peters and then with Fig. (6–12) of Knott.\(^6\)

The agreement is good between our calculated values of $G(\theta)$ and Peters’ approximated data. The calculated values for $G(\theta)$, $B$, $D$, and $kL$ agree very well with Peters’ data if ogive length is $L = 39.95\lambda$ instead of $L = 39\lambda$. Figure 17 shows our calculated plot with a uniform step size of RCS/$\lambda^2$ values for the traveling wave on the ogive. For this plot we used the current reflection coefficient $\gamma = 0.7$ given by Peters. The lobe
structure of our plot agrees well with Peters’ calculations but is higher in magnitude than his measured values. This clearly indicates that the value of $\gamma = 0.7$ is not accurate.

To predict lobe values that agree better with measurements, we used a traveling wave reflection coefficient $\gamma = 0.32$. The calculated plot for the ogive using this value of the reflection coefficient is shown in Fig. 18. Comparing this plot with Peters’ measured data shows that very good agreement is achieved with $\gamma = 0.32$. Assuming that his RCS data were measured accurately, this result indicates that the traveling wave reflection coefficient is 0.32 instead of 0.7.

The other available RCS data was calculated by Mafel$^8$ for an ogive of length $L = 15.19\lambda$ and the traveling wave reflection coefficient $\gamma = 0.5$. This value of $\gamma$ also differs from Peters’ value of $\gamma = 0.7$. Mafel used Peters’ approximated equations to calculate RCS traveling wave lobes, and therefore the traveling wave reflection coefficient was still unnecessarily large. For the ogive of length $L = 15.19\lambda$, we calculated the RCS using the traveling wave reflection coefficient $\gamma = 0.25$. This plot is shown in Fig. 19.

![Fig. 17](image)

**Fig. 17.** Calculated traveling wave RCS of an ogive of length 39\(\lambda\), radius = 77\(\lambda\), ogive half-angle = 15°, traveling wave relative phase velocity = 0.99, reflection coefficient = 0.7, frequency = 23.85 GHz. Horizontal polarization.
Fig. 18. Calculated traveling wave RCS of an ogive of length $39\lambda$, radius $77\lambda$, ogive half-angle $= 15^\circ$, traveling wave relative phase velocity $= 0.99$, reflection coefficient $= 0.32$, frequency $= 23.85$ GHz. Horizontal polarization.

Comparison of the plot marked by dotted line with RCS values reported by Maffet (where the RCS plot was obtained using $\gamma = 0.5$) shows that the traveling wave lobe structure and the traveling wave RCS values are in very good agreement. Assuming that Maffet's plot was validated with measurements, we conclude that the correct traveling wave reflection coefficient is 0.25 rather than 0.5. Hence for ogives of lengths $L = 39\lambda$ (Peters) and $L = 15.19\lambda$ (Maffet), these reflection coefficients are 0.32 and 0.25, respectively.

We next calculated RCS for an ogive similar in shape to that shown in Fig. 15, but of shorter length ($32\lambda$), radius $62\lambda$, and ogive half-angle $14.7^\circ$. Figure 20 shows measured and calculate RCS plots marked by solid and dotted lines, respectively. The traveling wave RCS contributions were calculated using traveling wave relative velocity 0.99 and traveling wave reflection coefficient 0.32. The measured RCS values were taken from Crispin.
Fig. 18. Radar cross section of an ogive of length = 15.19λ (1.519 m), radius = 0.1 m, ogive half-angle = 15°, traveling wave relative phase velocity = 0.988, reflection coefficient = 0.25, frequency = 3 GHz. Horizontal polarization. Calculated traveling wave RCS contributions are shown by dotted line; solid curve was taken from Maffett.8

The calculated traveling wave lobe structure agrees well with the measurements. To compare the RCS magnitudes we shifted the measured plot to match the calculated principal lobe. The result is shown in Fig. 21. For grazing aspect angles $\theta < 50^\circ$ the traveling wave RCS contributions are dominant and predicted values agree quite well with measurements. As with the rod considered in the previous section, the specular radar returns on an ogive are dominant at and near normal incidence. Specular returns are well known and can be calculated using physical optics.9,10 From the comparison of the measured and the calculated plots for the three different ogives we conclude that the traveling wave reflection coefficient is larger for a longer ogive than for a shorter one. Additional measurements for ogives of different lengths and shapes (i.e. ogive R and half-angle $\alpha$) are necessary to derive stable relations between the ogive length, the incident wavelength, and the traveling wave reflection coefficient. As was noted above, the traveling wave reflection coefficient affects the lobe magnitude, but does not affect the lobe structure.
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Fig. 20. Radar cross section of an ogive of length $= 32\lambda$ (effective length $32.9\lambda$), radius $= 62\lambda$, ogive half-angle $= 14.6^\circ$, traveling wave relative phase velocity $= 0.99$, reflection coefficient $= 0.32$, frequency $= 23.85$ GHz. Horizontal polarization. Calculated traveling wave RCS contributions are shown by dotted line; measured (solid) curve was taken from Crispin.9

The excellent agreement between measured and predicted traveling wave lobe structures and principal lobe positions validates the approach we have developed. The RCS computer code based upon this approach predicts the traveling wave contributions quite well for an ogive of arbitrary length.

RCS RESULTING FROM TRAVELING WAVES EXCITED ON THE SURFACE OF VIRTUALLY ONE- AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL TARGETS

LINK BETWEEN THE TRAVELING WAVE ANTENNA, ROD, AND A FLAT PLATE

We have shown that a high frequency phenomenon such as the traveling surface wave is an important scattering mechanism which manifests itself through RCS contributions in the measured RCS patterns of a long thin rod and an ogive. This is also true of a flat rectangular plate, which is discussed briefly in this section and will be treated in
Fig. 21. Same as Fig. 20, but measured curve is shifted by 3.53 dB.

detail in a future report. To develop the theory we began with simply shaped targets where one or two mechanisms cause radar scattering. For example, a virtually one-dimensional target such as a rod exhibits only two scattering mechanisms, specular reflection and the traveling surface wave, which dominate the total RCS pattern of the rod.

It was observed also from RCS plots that the traveling wave contributions represent a lobe structure with most of the radiation coming from the first (principal) lobe. For targets of other shapes, such as an ogive or a flat rectangular plate, more scattering mechanisms contribute to the total RCS, but the traveling wave lobe structure remains virtually unchanged. The theoretical approach developed in this report predicts accurately the location of both the principal and any other traveling wave lobes. This approach was validated and then used in RCS calculation of traveling surface waves on a thin rod of an arbitrary length. The location of the principal traveling wave lobe can be predicted by

Eq. 15, and lobe location depends on the length of the target. With two different targets of equal length, such as a thin rod and a flat rectangular plate, it is natural to expect that the locations of the principal lobes should be the same. Our calculated RCS plots for a thin rod and a flat rectangular plate of equal length are shown in Fig. 22 and will be treated in detail in our next report. The principal traveling wave lobes for these targets agree well with each other, and clearly the traveling surface wave contributes significantly to the total RCS of the flat rectangular plate. Moreover, it can be seen from this figure that second and subsequent lobes are larger in magnitude for the plate than for the rod since additional scattering mechanisms such as diffraction effects and specular reflection contribute to the plate RCS. Specular returns for all these targets are well known and can be calculated using physical optics.8,10,11

**CONCLUSION**

A computer algorithm has been developed which accurately calculates the contributions of traveling surface waves to the radar cross section of a thin rod and an ogive of...
arbitrary length. Very good agreement with measurements was achieved. This analytical approach permits prediction and analysis of traveling surface wave lobe structure and individual lobes in these and similar targets.

In this report our prime concern was with developing the traveling surface wave theory leading toward accurate radar cross section calculation of targets of simple and complex shapes of arbitrary length. In our next reports traveling surface wave theory is developed further and is applied to calculating RCS of a number of important targets for the purpose of achieving better agreement between measured and calculated RCS data, and more effective RCS signature control and reduction.
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APPENDIX

The rms magnitude of the E-field that is described by Eq. 9 is given by:

\[ |E| = \sqrt{E E^*} = \eta l_0 \left( \frac{\sin \theta}{1 - \cos \theta} \right) \left[ (1 - e^{-i2F})(1 - e^{i2F}) \right]^{1/2} \]

\[ = \eta l_0 \left( \frac{\sin \theta}{1 - \cos \theta} \right) \left[ 1 - e^{-i2F} - e^{i2F} + 1 \right]^{1/2} \]

\[ = \eta l_0 \left( \frac{\sin \theta}{1 - \cos \theta} \right) \left[ 2 - 2 \cos 2F \right]^{1/2} \]

\[ = \frac{\eta l_0}{4\pi r} \left( \frac{\sin \theta}{1 - \cos \theta} \right) \sqrt{2(1 - \cos 2F)} . \]

Substituting \( \cos 2F = \frac{e^{-i2F} + e^{i2F}}{2} \) and \( 1 - \cos 2F = 2 \sin F \sin F \), we obtain

\[ |E| = \frac{\eta l_0}{4\pi r} \left( \frac{\sin \theta}{1 - \cos \theta} \right) |2 \sin F| , \]

or

\[ |E| = \frac{\eta l_0}{2\pi r} \left( \frac{\sin \theta \sin F}{1 - \cos \theta} \right) , \]

which is presented in the text as Eq. 10.
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